[The association of hippocampal glutamate with depression and the effects on gastric mobility].
To explore the relationship between the pathology of depression and glutamate (Glu) in hippocampus, and the effect on gastric mobility. Depression model was established by using the chronic unpredicted mild stress (CUMS). And stereotaxic and intra-hippocampal microinjection were also used in this experiment. Rat emotion and behaviors were observed by the change in body weight, sucrose preference-test, open field-test and forced swimming-test. Intragastric pressure and mobility were recorded with the instrument of Powerlab/8sp. Compared with the control, 21-day CUMS significantly reduced the increase in body weight, rat sucrose preference, locomotor activity and rearing in open field test, while it significantly increased duration of immobility time in forced swimming test. Meanwhile, magnitudes of intragastric pressure and mobility were significantly declined after 21 days CUMS. Microinjection of Glu into hippocampus mimics the behaviors which were produced in CUMS. The down-rang of gastric mobility in the group of Glu injection was smaller than CUMS, but was much larger than the control. Intrahippocampal microinjection of MK-801 attenuated depression-like behaviors induced by stress, weakened stress-induced inhibition of intragastric pressure, and augmented the magnitudes of gastric contraction. Glu and NMDA receptor in hippocampus are to do much with the etiology of stress- induced depression. They are not only concerned with behavioral changes induced by stress, but also with the variation of gastric activities, nevertheless, differences exist between the effects of behaviors and gastric activities.